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The Rose
a poem by

ROMANA IORGA | Mother + Poet

Wishing to remember. Wishing to forget. Wishing to be at peace with loss.

Photo by Neslihan Gunaydin
 
 
THIS hand that holds the trowel,
a rubber glove to hide
thick-knuckled, restless �ngers—
you know it’s yours.
Yours, also, the knobby knees, the narrow
feet in muddy crocs, the loosened skin
holding it all together—who knows
however long? You are
a waterfall of �esh and bone
hurtling toward the ground.
The tired earth can only hold so many.
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That hole you dug looks deep enough
to �t the roots. You drape them gently
over the mound of soil, one palm
cradling the �ower’s head
as it once did your sleeping child’s.
How many years ago? And why
can you not stop remembering, forgetting?
 
You wish you dug a hole as far as China
for all the things you wanted to forget.
Topsoil would pour into the gaps
between the roots; water would drown
even the slightest shadow of a thought.
And just like that you know why people bury
what they have lost, the things
they wish stayed buried.
 
Beneath earth’s crust, translucent
bodies �nd a lack of purpose
with blind hands. Those who recall
the burden of old lives must learn
that memory can only hold so much.
They may have wrestled
storms once. Now, they run
like clouds over the prairie of death.
 
The rose is blooming in new soil: a nameless
gift of being nothing and everything.
Under your feet, there’s a�ection
to be found. There, on the prairie side
of things, love must be grass
bleached in the sun, cradling the rows
of children sleeping in the �eld.
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ROMANA IORGA

Mother + Poet
Originally from Chisinau, Moldova, I’m a Romanian-American poet living in
Switzerland. I have an MFA in creative writing from the University of Minnesota
and published two poetry collections in Romania. My work has appeared or is
forthcoming in saltfront, Borderlands, Chicago Quarterly Review, and others.

I’m an observer. A people watcher, a nature watcher, a watcher of my own ever-
changing inner landscapes. Everything that moves me also inspires me: my children’s
milestones, my dog’s world-weary expression, old trees that are as close to me as
friends. I like to read and I like to walk in the woods. As impractical as these
occupations may seem, they are the ones that in�uence me the most. How do they
do that? I suppose it’s like watching the light hit the ground, the rain seep into the
soil. Something is germinating in the dark, but I can’t know what it is–not yet–and I
can’t know where and when it will take root. But I’m always grateful.

Enjoy more of Romana’s work at clayandbranches.com
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